Real-time Flood Mapping on Client-side Web Systems using HAND model
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Abstract: The height above nearest drainage (HAND) model is frequently used to calculate properties of the soil as well as predict flood inundation extents. HAND is extremely useful due to its lack of reliance on prior data, as only the digital elevation model (DEM) is needed. It is close to optimal, running in linear or linearithmic time in the number of cells depending on the values of the heights. It can predict watersheds and flood extent to a high degree of accuracy. We applied a client-side HAND model on the web to determine extent of flood inundation in several flood prone areas in Iowa, including city of Cedar Rapids and Ames. We demonstrated that the HAND model was able to achieve inundation maps comparable to advanced hydrodynamic models (i.e. FEMA-approved Flood Insurance Rate Maps) in Iowa, and would be helpful in the absence of detailed hydrological data. The HAND model is applicable in situations where a combination of accuracy and short runtime are needed, for example, in interactive flood mapping and supporting mitigation decisions, where users can add features to the landscape and see the predicted inundation.
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1. Introduction

Flooding is a global problem, and floods around the world are becoming more significant and severe [1]. 40% of natural disasters worldwide are floods [2]. It is important to model and predict inundation extent of floods, which is critical information for flood mitigation [3-4], preparedness [5], and planning and response efforts [6]. Real-time and accurate predictions of flood inundation extent can facilitate understanding the potential flood risk and damage [7-8], and support flood mitigation and planning. Flood inundation maps can be used in flood risk communication using intelligent systems [9-10] and novel communication systems [11].

Floods are caused by a multitude of factors, which makes prediction difficult [12]. Moisture flows and consequently rainfall [13], runoff and stream behavior [14] and other issues affect flooding significantly. For these reasons, flood prediction has a highly complex and non-linear nature [15]. There are various models to predict flood extent. While empirical models include observations [16] and remote sensing [17], and benchmark datasets [18] of past events, hydrodynamic models simulate physical movement of the water [19]. Data driven methods are used extensively in hydrology and water resources modeling [20-21]. One of the simplest and earliest data driven methods based on elevation is flood-fill, which produces results in optimal time but provides less accurate predictions. Another simple method involves overlaying an observed flood level with the topography [22]. On the other hand, there are a variety of complex hydrological models that take into account numerous distinct factors, such as the three-dimensional model [23]. Generally, models that have a good balance between speed and accuracy are used in operational needs [24].

There are several challenges with the existing hydrodynamic models to be helpful in real-time and operational decision-making situations [25]. One of the main issues is that these models often require a lot of detailed hydrological data [26]. For example, advanced hydrodynamic models for flood map prediction often take into account a plethora of factors, including riverbed dynamics, hydraulic features and structures [27]. The second main challenge to utilize these models in decision making is their computational complexity. Some of the methods that provide a balance between speed and accuracy [28] also utilize data that is costly to gather, such as topographical indices [29].

The height above the nearest drainage algorithm has a wide variety of applications. HAND was originally designed to categorize soil environments and find water tables. Renno et al [30] first outlined the algorithm and applied it to categorize swampy forests vs. terra-firme forests in the Amazonian jungle. Nobre et al [31] applied HAND to categorize water tables in a large area of the central Amazon rainforest. The most recent application area for HAND methods is in flood inundation. Nobre et al [32] applied the HAND model to predict flooding in Southern Brazil. The largest application of this is being able to predict flooding in areas that have little to no prior data, due to the HAND model’s total reliance on the DEM. Previous studies on HAND model to predict flood maps [32] achieved model accuracy around 86-98% when compared to reference flood extent maps.

Recent advancements in web technologies have allowed for desktop level computation and analysis of large-scale datasets. Web systems have been effectively used in environmental data analysis [33-34], distributed computing [35], and geo-spatial data processing [36]. WebAssembly is a low-level assembly-like language for the web with near-native performance.
and allows languages such as C/C++, C# and Rust to run on the web. WebAssembly was recently released in March 2017 and is designed to run code both safely and efficiently in browsers on the client-side [37]. These technologies have allowed for previously unobtainable speeds and computations to be performed on local users’ computers.

Here, we utilize the HAND method in order to provide flood inundation extent predictions in real-time on client-side web systems. We discuss the applicability of the algorithm in comparison with other prediction algorithms for flood-prone regions of Iowa and the applications for such real-time prediction. Our objective is to outline the HAND algorithm and demonstrate that it has potential to predict both accurately and quickly on the web, and support flood related decision-making activities [38-39]. There are a variety of benefits that HAND can provide in flood inundation prediction. First, due to its low complexity, HAND runs in very fast time both theoretically and practically. This means that stakeholders involved or interested in flood planning (for example a government official or concerned citizen) can easily make changes to a DEM to simulate adding man-made barriers and then run the algorithm to determine how these changes affect flood inundation extents. This can lead to more effective flood protection planning, since previously users were meant to look at a standalone flood model generated once by an advanced but computationally expensive algorithm and then make educated guesses on the design and utilization of man-made flood prevention measures.

In the following sections, we will outline the algorithm, details of implementations on the web systems, and several evaluation case-studies for comparison to real-world flooding scenarios.

2. Materials and Methods

Our goal with this study is to demonstrate the implementation of the HAND model on client-side web systems and evaluate the accuracy and performance for real-time decision-making scenarios. The system will provide an implementation of the HAND algorithm that runs in the local browser of the user for fast flood extent prediction that can work offline and in operational settings with minimal processing on the web server. The system will allow users to modify aspects of the terrain for mitigation purposes and be able to see predicted flood inundation extents in order to facilitate the use of measures to control potential flood damage.

2.1. Web Implementation of HAND

Figure 1 presents the architecture of the real-time web-based HAND flood map generation system. It includes several steps to compute and generate flood maps using the HAND algorithm. The system is designed so that the algorithmic portion of HAND is entirely in C++ and run on WebAssembly to enable client-side implementation. The code for the computationally heavy portion of the HAND algorithm was written in C++. Emscripten was used to compile the C++ code to WebAssembly, which allows JavaScript (JS) to pass input data and receive model output. The only input is the DEM data and the drainage threshold value provided by the user. The WebAssembly-compiled implementation of HAND calculates the heights above nearest drainages and passes that information to JavaScript for visualizing the flood extent on Google Maps.
The C++ algorithmic implementation is precompiled into WebAssembly. The resulting code is meant to supply an efficient way to run the HAND algorithm. Most features of prediction which can be applied either pre- or post-computation are left out of the WebAssembly component. WebAssembly is running on an in-browser virtual machine. JavaScript glue code generated by Emscripten provides a means to interface with the WebAssembly VM. The HTML/JS frontend loads images from a source, either static or online, and applies user selected parameters before and after computation. This piece of the architecture calls the API provided by the glue code to interface with the WebAssembly VM and provide prediction results. The JS manages the frontend of the application for taking user inputs, integrating external terrain data, and visualizing map output.

The web implementation is meant to make the system as flexible as possible for all sorts of applications that can utilize the HAND algorithm implementation, and apply their own features (changing terrain, allowing for multiple parameter changes in local areas, etc.). For example, one application might scrape DEM data from various online sources and allow users to generate flood maps in any region in the world. A different application might generate DEMs with another algorithm and allow users to explore the generated flood maps.

![Figure 1. Architecture and components of the real-time web-based HAND system](image)

Many of the features relevant for flood prediction are nearly independent of the computation of the HAND. For example, two of the three relevant parameters, HAND threshold and absolute height threshold, can be applied after actual HAND model is computed. In addition, other features such as applying HAND thresholds only to specific areas, dynamically loading DEMs, and adding terrain features (dikes, reservoirs, etc.) are better suited to the client-side processing using JavaScript. Because these features are highly application-specific but low in terms of computational expense, we leave them out of the C++ and WebAssembly implementation. For example, one application might require dynamic loading of DEMs from state resources, while another generates DEMs with an algorithm and passes them in. This allows the C++ implementation to be highly portable and versatile; a wide variety of applications requiring the use of the HAND algorithm can utilize it.
2.2. HAND Algorithm

In our study, we applied HAND methodology (as described in [31-32]) in order to predict the extent of flood inundation. By calculating the vertical distance from a cell and its parent cell and applying several heuristic steps, we can calculate the extent of flood inundation with a comparable accuracy. A brief description of the steps for HAND algorithm is given here:

**Determining Flow Direction:** We define the direction of the flow of a cell a in the DEM as the adjacent cell to which the water on a will flow. Water can only flow in one direction, which means that it can only flow to one cell. We define the set of adjacent cells to the cell at coordinates (x0, y0) in Equation 1 as

\[ \{ (x, y) \mid \max (|x - x0|, |y - y0|) = 1 \} \]  

(1)

We define the child of a cell a to be the cell b such that the direction of the flow of cell a is towards cell b. We define a flow chain of a cell a as an ordered list of cells such that the first cell in the list is a, and each subsequent cell is a child of the previous cell.

**Depression Removal:** First, the graph must be normalized to remove depressions that are undrainable. An undrainable depression is a set of cells in which any pair of cells in the set can be reached by traversing a path of cells in which consecutive cells on the path are adjacent to each other and each cell in the path is part of the set and none of the cells have a continuous flow to the border of the DEM (none of the cells have a border cell in their flow chain). We used priority-flood depression filling [40] in this case. This ensures that all water can drain to the outside of the map, and that there will be no cycles or other anomalies that can disrupt subsequent algorithms. This step runs in O(N) for integer elevations or O(N log N) for floating-point elevations, where N is the number of cells.

**Computing Flow Directions:** Then, the direction of water flow for each cell needs to be resolved. We used the D8 algorithm to compute the flow directions. The D8 algorithm takes the adjacent cell that provides the highest gradient to be the cell of the direction of the flow. A flat-resolving algorithm [41] was used to determine direction of flow in flat areas (where all adjacent cells to a cell have the same height) and guide water away from high areas and towards lower areas. This step runs in O(N) time.

**HAND Model Generation:** Next, drainages need to be established on the graph. This is done by setting an accumulated area threshold. If a cell has more units of area of water that drain through it than the area threshold, then it becomes a drainage cell. In other words, if the number of flow chains that the cell is part of is greater than the accumulated area threshold, then it is a drainage cell. The nearest drainage for a cell is then the first cell in its flow chain that is a drainage cell. This step runs in O(N) time. Finally, the heights above the nearest drainage are calculated by subtracting the height of the cell in the original DEM with the nearest drainage cell’s height in the original DEM.
2.3. Implementation Challenges

There were several issues encountered during the course of implementing the HAND model on the web. HAND model does not account for some of the parameters like height of water and absolute height.

**Height of Water:** The HAND algorithm as it currently exists views each drainage stream as only one pixel in width, and it does not take into account the height of water. This means that the algorithm will think that a wide river is actually a canyon. The algorithm thinks that the banks of the river have extremely high HAND values because the stream’s elevation is at the bottom of the river. In reality the banks of the river have HAND value near zero, because water goes up to the top of the river bank, but the algorithm does not reflect this. To overcome this issue, we have added two parameters into implementation.

a) **HAND flood threshold** (hereafter referred to as “HAND threshold”). This is the main component of the flood inundation calculation. If the HAND of a cell is below this threshold, then it will be counted as flooded, as long as it satisfies the third parameter. In other words, a cell $a$ is counted as flooded by threshold $t$ if $\text{HAND}[a] < t$.

b) **Accumulated area of drainage threshold** (hereafter referred to “drainage threshold”). This is used to define which flows of water are actually drainages. If the amount of water area that flows over a cell is over this threshold, then it is counted as a drainage.

There are several effects of these parameters on the model outcome. As the HAND threshold goes up, the extent of areas marked as flooded will increase. If the HAND threshold is defined too high, the entire area will be flooded. Drainage threshold controls how many drainage points are available in the selected region. If the drainage threshold is defined too high, the algorithm becomes a slow flood-fill. If it is too low, the flooding predictions are exceedingly coarse, with big blotches splattered around with general inaccuracy. By having a high HAND threshold and enough drainage streams, we allow the areas adjacent to the rivers to be easily flooded, despite being viewed as canyons by the algorithm.

**Absolute Height:** If there is a large plateau that drains into a stream going downhill, the algorithm will view the plateau as flooded, even when it might be far above local rivers and other water bodies and have a low chance of flooding. To overcome this issue, we have added a third parameter for the maximum height threshold of flooding (hereafter referred to “absolute height threshold”). If a cell’s absolute height is above this threshold, then it will not be considered as flooded. Absolute height threshold controls extent of flooding. If it is defined too high, areas that would be dry are predicted as flooded. If it is too low, the algorithm will miss much of the flooding in higher areas. A medium absolute height threshold allows rivers that have a slope to still have effective flooding predictions within them and on their borders but prevents adjacent flat-but-elevated landforms being counted as flooded. A combination of a medium absolute height threshold and high HAND threshold effectively serves to counter the two issues listed.
3. Results and Discussion

We compared the results of the HAND output with two other flood inundation predictors: a basic flood-fill implementation and FEMA-approved Flood Insurance Rate Maps developed [42] at the Iowa Flood Center (IFC). We used two datasets for the analysis. The first was the Cedar Rapids (Figure 2) metro area in Iowa, where we utilized a DEM at a resolution of 1 meter for 5 sq km area (2863 x 1746 grid). The second was for the Ames, Iowa (Figure 2), where we used a DEM of at a resolution of 2 meters for 53.8 sq km area (4220 x 3189 grid). All DEMs were normalized to 255 units corresponding to 1 to 3 ft vertical elevation in real-world based on vertical resolution.

Figure 3. Maps generated for Ames using basic flood-fill (left) and HAND model (right)

For the Cedar Rapids area, the HAND algorithm ran in roughly 3 seconds using a mid-range personal laptop and produced an output differing from the reference map predictions by 10%. The flood-fill implementation ran in less than one second and produced an output differing by roughly 15%. For the Ames area, the HAND algorithm (Figure 3) ran in roughly 9 seconds and produced an output differing from the reference map predictions by 6%. The flood-fill implementation (Figure 3) ran in roughly one second and produced an output differing by roughly 30%. The HAND model’s accuracy was notably improved, both in absolute error and in
error relative to the flood-fill implementation; this was most likely due to the larger scale of the Ames DEM. Comparisons were drawn between appropriate thresholds in the FEMA reference maps and the results of the HAND implementation. Several predictions of arbitrary values of parameters were generated with the algorithm and are presented here to show the effects of adjusting the parameters of the prediction algorithm on the output.

**Table 1.** Sensitivity of model parameters on flood extent (absolute threshold 220 ft)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drainage Threshold</th>
<th>HAND Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100k cells</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500k cells</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1m cells</td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2m cells</td>
<td><img src="image13.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1. Adjustment of Parameters

To adjust for flood predictions in areas without prior predictions or flood maps, we must take into account the scale of the area we are modifying, as well as a sense of an absolute maximum for good area control. The Ames area DEM measures 65 square km, and the most effective drainage threshold measured was 1 million cells corresponding to a 4 square km area. This is most likely the absolute maximum, as it is strikingly similar to suggested effective threshold value of 4.05 square km in the literature [32]. The HAND threshold is highly correlated with the level of the flooding on the terrain. The best way to analyze this is to figure out the relative heights of the cells and compare them to real-world heights, and then scale appropriately. For example, if the cells had relative heights corresponding to one unit as 2 ft, and if information exists that areas less than 4 ft above the nearest drainage will be flooded, then the HAND threshold can be set as two units corresponding to 4 ft.
The absolute threshold must be determined by the maximum height that the user predicts the flood will extend, similar to the HAND threshold, but in an absolute manner. To generalize parameters to areas for which there is no prior prediction available, it is recommended that areas with similar topography and known predictions for flood inundation extents be examined; then, user can find good parameters for the HAND algorithm that match those known predictions, and apply those same parameters to the unknown area.

Table 2. Sensitivity of model parameters on flood extent (absolute threshold 225 ft)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drainage Threshold</th>
<th>HAND Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100k cells</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500k cells</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1m cells</td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2m cells</td>
<td><img src="image13" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Evaluation of Parameter Sensitivity

We have evaluated the sensitivity of the HAND parameters on generating the flood extent. Table 1 and 2 presents the resulting flood extents for changing model parameters mentioned in the HAND algorithm section above. We have tested several drainage threshold values (100K, 500K, 1M, 2M cells), HAND threshold (2, 3, 4, 6 units), and absolute elevation threshold (220, 225 ft) values. As seen from the resulting flood extents, higher HAND threshold values cause larger areas around drainage points to be flooded. Higher drainage threshold on the other hand causes number of drainage points to be fewer which causes less branching in the predictions. Higher absolute threshold causes fewer high-elevation areas to be flooded.
3.3. Real-time HAND Generation Performance

We have evaluated the computation performance of client-side flood map generation using HAND model and WebAssembly. We have selected different DEM resolutions (1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100m) and grid size (1, 4, 9, 16, 25 million cells). Based on the selected elevation data resolution and grid size, generated maps represent city, county and state scale in coverage (Table 3). The performance of the map generation takes roughly 0.25 to 6.25 seconds on a moderate personal computer. Higher DEM resolutions could be used for any scale based on data availability and computing resources. The client-side implementation on WebAssembly could further speed up by using Web Workers and distributing the computation to multiple CPUs on the same machine.

Table 3. Computational time for generating flood extent in different scales and resolutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>DEM Resolution</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Grid Cells</th>
<th>Computing Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>1 – 5m</td>
<td>1 – 225 sq km</td>
<td>1 – 9 million</td>
<td>0.25 – 2.25 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td>5 – 10m</td>
<td>225 – 1,600 sq km</td>
<td>9 – 16 million</td>
<td>2.25 – 4.00 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>25 – 100m</td>
<td>10,000 – 250,000 sq km</td>
<td>16 – 25 million</td>
<td>4.00 – 6.25 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

Real-time flood map generation is critical for operational activities in flood preparedness, mitigation and response. Traditional flood mapping models requires extensive data and computation resources. In this study, we have presented real-time flood map generation in client-side web systems using HAND model with comparable results to FEMA-based reference maps. The height above the nearest drainage model computes the vertical distance from each cell to its nearest drainage. Testing of the HAND model in two key regions of Iowa demonstrated that the HAND model can be used to generate flood inundation predictions that are both accurate and fast. Predictions generated matched precomputed FEMA-approved Flood Insurance Rate Maps with acceptable accuracy within several seconds. Previous papers and applications of HAND focused on their minimal usage of external datasets, which allows for prediction of soil conditions and flood inundation extent in areas with little to no data aside from elevation datasets. The main application of our development is the ability of floodplain managers and end-users to add features to the terrain, such as levees and reservoirs, and examine how they will affect the extent of flooding. Because the users will be able to modify the terrain and see the result in real time, they will be able to get a better idea of how flood mitigation measures will affect flood inundation extents and be able to prepare for flooding in time with more accurate and relevant information. Future work can include an interactive user interface allowing selection of parameters, with potential automation and algorithms to select parameters to reflect real-world scenarios.
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